
CHAT ROOM

Welcome to our session 4: 
Leadership in Times of  
Crisis and Challenge
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Welcome & Check In

I took from the USAf HELM conference… 

I took from the HELM ENGAGE Series…

My self-care tips are…
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The WiL journey so far…

Previous sessions

Session 1
• Introductions & Orientation

Session 2
• Leading from Inside Out and 

Beyond

Session 3
• Paradigms and Purpose

TODAY:  SESSION 4
Leadership in times of Crisis 
and Challenge

• Power
• Politics 
• Institutional Culture



Free Writing

• This involves continuous writing, 
usually for a predetermined period of 
time, often 5-15 minutes.

• You write without regard to spelling, 
grammar, etc., and you make no 
corrections. 

• If you reach a point where you can't 
think of anything to write, you 
will write that you can't think of 
anything or repeat words, until you 
find another line of thought. 

• You are likely to freely stray off topic, 
letting thoughts lead where they 
may, letting thoughts enter and leave 
your mind as they please.
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What’s going on… 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JEp7QrOBxyQ



Free writing time (5 min): 
What’s going on for you? 

• How do you characterize your institutional/organizational culture?
• Has it ever been discussed or made explicit?
• Has there ever been an intervention to create some impact on it?



Let’s do some talking: 20 minutes

First things first: 
§ Admin: ensure your PLG meetings are underway, planned and useful, someone is 

keeping notes

Then:
§ Select a rapporteur, a time keeper and and scribe

Then: 
§ One at a time: Describe your institutional culture, consider institutional narratives, 

which disjunctures stand out, what roles are played, how do you know this, what 
events and processes are visible and invisible ….

Then: 
§ Discuss all together 

Then:
§ Come back to the plenary and share your insights



Systems ThinkingREPORT BACK (2 min each group)



Power
&

Politics



Q: Is there a connection between
INSTITUTIONAL CULTURE, POLITICS and POWER?

Some issues and questions we 
will be considering in this 
segment:
• What is the nature of Power 

in Organisations?
• Where and how does politics 

come into the picture?
• How does a leader engage 

with Power & Politics?
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Let’s start with politics (with a little p)
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Catherine Lilly on Organisational Politics

§ https://youtu.be/zZAv5uQrw3Y

https://youtu.be/zZAv5uQrw3Y


WHY?

Politics are played to achieve power, 
prestige, 

resources (for self or team), 
promotion, 

“moving up the ladder” 
etc

either directly or indirectly

For example, a person seeking to enhance his or her legitimate power might 
use a variety of tactics to be favourably perceived by top-level decision 

makers in the institution



How & why organisational politics is used 

The Pyramid & Hierarchy Some Aspects

• Building Alliances

• Performance 

• Favouritism

• Uncertainty

• Talents 

• Seeking feedback
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Sources of Power: Which do you use?

• Influencing behaviour because of one’s formal positionLEGITIMATE
• Influencing behaviours by promising or giving rewardsREWARD
• Influencing behaviour by threatening or giving 

punishmentCOERCIVE

• Influencing behaviour because of one’s expertiseEXPERT
• Influencing behaviour because of one’s personal 

attraction – eg being liked and respectedREFERENT
• Influencing behaviour by having access to valuable or 

important informationINFORMATIONAL
• Influencing behaviour based on who you know, 

‘having the ear’ of powerful othersCONNECTION
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What approach to use?

• Knowing your people, 
your team, is KEY

• What motivates them?
• What are their 

aspirations?

• Motivational emphasis is 
key to behavioural 
insight

Power/Influence
• The wish to lead or be in 

charge
• The wish to exert influence

Affiliation
• The wish to be amenable, 

friendly cooperative

Achievement
• The wish to get things done
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What motivates you and others?  
An Exercise

• Think about a member of 
your team

• Why are they coming to 
you?

• What is motivating them 
in your discussion?

You Staff 
member

1.Power
2.Affiliation
3.Achievement
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Approaches to using power

HARD SOFT

Using Emotional Intelligence

collaboration

diplomacy

coercive

positional

4. SELF REGULATION:
Control; redirect 

disruptive influences; 
THINK BEFORE ACTING

1. MOTIVATION:
Harness emotions to achieve 

goals and persevere

3. SOCIAL SKILLS:
Manage relationships

Inspire others
Elicit the response you 

would like

2. EMPATHY:
Sense the emotions of 

others

Self 
Awareness: 
recognise our 
drivers and 

effects on others
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https://youtu.be/ih7eq8bdao4

https://youtu.be/ih7eq8bdao4
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The thing women have yet 
to learn is… 

Nobody gives you power.

You just take it.

And then, use it right!



Systems Thinking
Let’s take a break 
with some self care 
made just for you!



Systems ThinkingLeading in times of crisis 
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The image part with 
relationship ID rId2 was 
not found in the file.



Systems Thinking
Simple responses are easy – integration is complex 

splitting is easy: good or bad are simplifications



Systems Thinking
Stress

Time is urgent
Info is contradictory

Paradoxes and dilemmas
Communication is unreliable

Anxiety creates heightened emotions
Retreat to binary and simplistic

Distrust
Withdrawal

Conservative Stance
Aggression

Defence 



Systems Thinking
What is required

Reflection 
Trust

Info from new sources
Improved communication
Risk taking and innovation

Solutions are imperfect
Ambiguity dominates

Paradoxes need to be tolerated
Clarity around values and principles



Systems Thinking



Systems Thinking
Best Good Practices 

• Innovation and 
risks

• seek info from 
unlikely sources

Constant 
Communication: 
horizontal and 

vertical  

• Listen and learn
• Values and principles
• ‘Interventions' are not 

'solutions' 

Willingness to make 
mistakes and forgive 

mistakes • Reflection 
• Process
• Fluid and 

contradictory 

Future focussed 
Flexibility 
Resilience 



Remember: Pluralism means #myvoicecountstoo!

• No absolute truth
• Each truth has a temporal and spatial and social context 
• Each truth is generated and received
• Intersectionality: intersecting social identities 
• Each one is not only victim and not only perpetrator
• We move between positions, we are fluid and organic 

Þ dialogue is liberating
Þ deeply contextual
Þ danger of essentialising and neglect of temporal, spatial and social factors
Þ healing is never concluded, re-enactments prevail, 
Þ when we are embroiled in enactment: HERE we can re-script and facilitate change



Let’s do some more talking: 15 minutes

1. What is your crisis and challenge
2. What is your default response and position
3. What works and what would you like to change
4. How can you do things differently



Systems Thinking
3 outstanding points in your discussion 

– 1 min per group



Denise:
Pulling it all together:  Preparing for complexity



NEXT: see you on 20th October 

Session 5: 
From Purposes to Functions (1)

Successful HEIs, Student & Staff Success, T&L and 
Research & Engagement
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THANK YOU

‘till we meet again
hamba kahle

totsiens
…


